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MegaWatt Ventures Winner Joins USF Tampa Bay Technology Incubator
Trash 2 Cash converts landfill gas into liquid fuels.
TAMPA, Fla. (Dec. 3, 2012) –Trash 2 Cash-Energy, LLC, (T2CE) winner of the 2012
MegaWatt Ventures competition has joined the Tampa Bay Technology Incubator (TBTI), part
of USF CONNECT at the University of South Florida.
Founded in 2012, the USF spin-out company utilizes technology developed at the university for
its novel process of converting landfill gas into liquid fuels. By integrating the technology into
gas capturing systems at landfills, municipal solid waste (MSW) facilities are able to convert
naturally produced gases, including methane and carbon dioxide, into liquid fuel, such as diesel.
The technology not only provides a renewable source of energy, but also greatly reduces the
amount of greenhouse emissions of MSW facilities.
In September 2012, Trash 2 Cash-Energy received $100,000 as the first place winner of the 2012
MegaWatt Ventures program, an annual clean energy business plan competition sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Energy.
"By coupling a patent-pending Fischer Tropsch eggshell catalyst to an innovative process design,
it is possible to alleviate the problems associated with accumulating municipal solid waste in
landfills, and provide a domestic, sustainable, green fuel," said John Kuhn, president of Trash 2
Cash-Energy. The company will use the award to move forward with commercializing the
technology.
Trash 2 Cash-Energy’s proprietary system is 63 percent more efficient than current methods of
generating electricity from landfill gas and provides an economic advantage to MSW facilities
by delivering three times more revenue using the same amount of gas. The company plans to
develop a full scale demonstration facility that will be used to market the technology to other
MSW plants and landfills.
"T2CE is very excited to become part of the TBTI,” said Kuhn. “We are hoping to make great
progress in the renewable energy market and are excited to take this next step."

##
USF CONNECT focuses on the needs of Tampa Bay's technology and bio/life sciences
entrepreneurs throughout the business life cycle, providing the facilities, partners and resources

for successful business development. USF CONNECT offers access to technologies, workforce
programs, technology commercialization, critical research equipment, and incubator facilities,
adding value and delivering targeted, high level expertise to its member businesses.
The Tampa Bay Technology Incubator (TBTI) is one vehicle through which USF CONNECT
grows successful companies. TBTI supports technology research as a catalyst for economic
development and advocates the creation and development of facilities for high-technology
companies and related support functions.
The University of South Florida is a high-impact, global research university dedicated to student
success. USF ranks 50th in the nation for federal expenditures in research and total expenditures
in research among all U.S. universities, public or private, according to the National Science
Foundation. Serving more than 47,000 students, the USF System has an annual budget of $1.5
billion and an annual economic impact of $3.7 billion. USF is a member of the Big East Athletic
Conference.
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